
NORTH-EX PUBLIC SCHOOL, DELHI 
 
                                SUMMER VACATION PROJECT WORK (2020-21) 

CLASS: VI 
 

ENGLISH 
 
Instructions: Use Waste Material for all models etc. 
Q.A Do according to your roll numbers. 
 
Q.1 Make an illustrated chart of animals captured and kept illegally. Also write few 
lines on the law applicable to catch keep buy or sell animals. (Roll Nos. 1 to 8). 
  
 Q.2 Make a cause and effect model on COVID-19. Also write Do’s and Don’t during 
COVID-19. You can give your model any shape like mask etc. (Roll Nos.9 to 16) 
 
Q.3 Create a memory book of the best moments of the summer breaks for each    
memory write few lines also. Decorate your memory book with a colourful cover.  
                             (Roll Nos.17 to 24) 
Q.4 With the waste materials make a colourful Bird feeder. Also write a pledge to  
make your bird feeder a safe place for birds.  (Roll Nos.25 to 32) 
 
Q.5 In the shape of wall hanging prepare a Inspirational wall hanging. Write any  
moral values on it. Decorate your wall hanging with waste materials.(Roll Nos.33  
 onwards) 
 
Q.B For All Students: 
       a) Do five Hindi to English translation daily in note book.  
       b) Do write one page of English Writing in note book.  
       c) Do written practice of all the worksheets. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

SST 
 
Instructions: Use Waste Material to make models and project. 
 
Q.A a) Make a model of any Hindu Temple. Decorate it with waste material. 
                                                                                                             (Roll No.1 to 8) 

b) List down five Countries and note down the time difference between all   
these Countries. Then make colourful clocks for each of these Countries. Paste 
them on a chart paper. Take help from page No.128 of your book  

(Roll Nos. 9 to 16) 
c) Make a colourful model of any one of the given topics PARLLIAMENT HOUSE   
/ INDIA GATE / NATRAJA (The king of dance).          (Roll Nos. 17 to 24) 

       d) Make a model of Solar System. You can also give it working look. 
       (Roll Nos.25 to 32) 

      e) On a chart paper draw colourful diagrams of the tools and weapons of early  
man.        (Roll Nos.33 onwards) 

 
Q.B FOR ALL STUDENTS  
       Do written practice of all the worksheets. 

MATHS 
Note  : PREPARE WORKING MODEL /PROJECT WORK IN AN ATTRACTIVE WAY. 

PLEASE TAKE HELP OF INTERNET TO MAKE IT SO ATTRACTIVE AND BEAUTIFUL. 

1. Prepare a working model of expanded form and place value table. (Roll no.  I  

to 7 ) 

2. Prepare a  scenery/working clock/model with the help of match sticks/broom 

sticks to show Roman Numerals. ( Roll no. 8 to 14 ) 

3. Prepare a beautiful chart of Indian and International system, up to crore/ 

billion. Paste it on a cardboard.( Roll no. 15 to 21 ) 

4. Collect information on any one of the famous mathematician. 

a) Aryabhatta     b)   Bhaskarac)  Shri NiwasanRamanujan  (Roll no. 22 to 28 ) 

5. Prepare 10 flash cards using thick colour sheet / cardboard. 



Write 0 to 9 number on these flash cards toform 5 five digit number. 

Compare them and write in ascending and descending order on A3 size 

sheet.(Roll no. 29 onwards) 

6. To verify that addition and multiplication of whole number is commutative 

using squared paper on A3 size sheet ( Roll no. 1 to 10) 

7. To find H.C.F and L.C.M. using pasting strips on A 3 size sheet.                        ( 

Roll no. 11 to 20 ) 

8. Roman numerals crossword puzzle are new type of puzzle. These are similar 

to regular crossword puzzle.But theclues are numbers and solution are 

equivalent Roman numerals. ( Roll no. 21 to 30 ) 

Example    :  100 more than 160 - CCLX  ,   56+ 8 = LXIV 

9. To find prime number between 1 to 100 by the sieve of Eratosthenes 

method. ( Roll no. 31 onwards ) 

 

IMPORTANT NOTE  :  Revise  all worksheets also. 

 

SCIENCE 
                                          PROJECT WORK (Models and Charts) 

General instructions:– Complete this project work which assigned according 

to your roll no. 

1. To make a temporary magnet or electromagnet with the help of electric current.  
(Roll no –1 to 8) 

2. Make a simple electric circuit using materials such as pieces of wire, pencil lead, bulb 

and tape.                   (Roll no– 9 to 16) 

   3. Make a working model on rainwater harvesting            (Roll no –17 to 24) 

4. Find out creative ways of reusing the waste items such as empty noodle cups, used 

envelopes, worn out jeans, broken glass bangles etc. Make a some creative and attractive 

things from these wastes.                (Roll no– 25 to 32 ) 

 

5. Draw the diagram of Solar Eclipse & Lunar Eclipse on a chart paper and label it.  

(Roll no –33 to 40) 

 

6. Make a list (with pictures, when possible) of food items generally taken by people of 

different regions of India. Place these on a large outline map of India to display in your 



classroom.        (Roll no– 41 and onwards)  

 

 

 

G.K. 

Use waste material to prepare models and charts 

 1. Make a chart showing Indian Noble Prize Winners.                                                     (Roll no. 1- 7) 

2. Make a chart showing Hindu festivals of the India                  (Roll no. 8- 14) 

3. Make a wall hanging/model showing the ways to save environment.                     (Roll no.15- 21) 

4. Make a chart showing five Indian authors (English) and the books written by  

them. Also Paste related pictures.           (Roll no. 22- 28) 

5. Make a model on any Indian music Instrument.                                                          (Roll no. 29- 35) 

6. Make a chart on Martial Arts in India.                          (Roll no. 36 and onwards) 
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